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Ton-Tel TM 
Weighbridge Software 

For Agricultural Storage 
Better management of Grain Stores 

The Ton-Tel TM Weighbridge Software for Agricultural Storage has been designed in consultation 
with farmers to make record keeping easy and efficient.  The system is available for all farms of 
every size, from a 500 tonne store to 100,000 tonnes drying, cleaning and storage facility. 

The software is very quick to use.  The computer screen shows the weighbridge ticket as it will be 
when printed.  This makes it easy to see what the ticket will look like, and is immediately familiar.  
Each  box on the ticket gets filled in before the weight is put onto the ticket.  Hence vehicle 
registration, which crop, which field, where it is to be stored, the moisture content, and other 
relevant data is easily put in, and can be carried over from one ticket to another if required. 

Ton-Tel TM Standard software features: 
• For farms storing their own grain.   
• Stores the empty weights of tractors and trailers 
• The tare weight automatically goes onto the ticket 
• Moisture tables allow the losses due to drying to be accounted for 
• The amount in store is automatically calculated and entered onto the ticket 
• Separate tables for different crops 
• Compatible with a number of moisture meters 
• Yield from each field at the click of a button 
• Amount that is in store after drying 

Ton-Tel TM Advanced Software features: 
• Costs for drying and cleaning the grain.  
• Customers and passport numbers can be entered 
• Records meet the requirements of crop assurance schemes 
• Weighbridge charges and double handling charges can also be added 
• A spreadsheet report can easily be produced regularly for each customer 

Ton-Tel TM Ultimate Software for Laboratory Analysis 
• For businesses that store grain and require a sample to be kept for each load 
• Analysis results can be added to each ticket. 
• Admixture and screenings have associated costs and deductions tables 
• Ensures that the data is correctly stored at the time that the grain comes in 
• If a sample is to be stored, a label can be printed for each bag 
• Storage fees can be charged and recorded 
• Separate tickets are produced for the driver and for the business records 

Reports 

The system contains a powerful reporting facility.  Parameters are selected for the report, and the 
information to be shown.  A typical report might be of all the weights which came from a particular 
customer between two dates.  Or it might be the amount of grain in store for one customer with 
associated charges for the month.  Or the report could be wheat yield this season, showing how 
much came from each field.  The options for reports are very wide ranging. 


